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Fluids of platelike particles near a hard wall
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Fluids consisting of hard platelike particles near a hard wall are investigated using density-functional theory.
The density and orientational profiles, as well as the surface tension and the excess coverage, are determined
and compared with those of a fluid of rodlike particles. Even for low densities, slight orientational packing
effects are found for the platelet fluid due to larger intermolecular interactions between platelets as compared
with those between rods. A net depletion of platelets near the wall is exhibited by the excess coverage, whereas
a change of sign of the excess coverage of hard-rod fluids is found upon increasing the bulk density.
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I. INTRODUCTION

While many theoretical studies have been devoted to
understanding of the behavior of elongated hard colloi
particles near a hard wall~see, e.g., Refs.@1–8#!, suspen-
sions of disc-shaped hard particles near a hard wall have
yet been investigated. One reason is that experimental
corresponding hard platelet model system, i.e., consistin
particles with a short-range repulsive interaction has b
lacking until recently. From a theoretical point of view, th
platelet fluid problem appears to be difficult because the
sager approach of truncating the corresponding equatio
state at second order, which is valid for thin rodlike particl
cannot be justified for platelets@9#. Recently, preparation
methods have been developed for other types of platelet
pensions, which may indeed serve as model systems of
colloidal platelets@10–12#. In the present paper we us
density-functional theory~Sec. II! to study the positional and
orientational order as well as the surface tension and ex
coverage of thin-hard platelets near a hard wall~Sec. III!.
Particularly, the density functional used here includes a th
order density term, which is not present in the Onsager s
ond virial approximation.

II. MODEL AND DENSITY-FUNCTIONAL THEORY

We consider an inhomogeneous fluid consisting of t
platelets of radiusR in a container of volumeV. The plate-
lets are taken to be hard discs without attractive interactio
The number density of the centers of mass of the platele
a pointr with an orientationv5(u,f) of the normal of the
platelets~see Fig. 1! is denoted byr(r ,v). The equilibrium
density profile of the inhomogeneous liquid under the infl
ence of an external potentialV(r ,v) minimizes the grand
potential functional@13#:

V@r~r ,v!#5E dr dvr~r ,v!@kBT„ln@4pL3r~r ,v!#21…

2m1V~r ,v!#1Fex@r~r ,v!#, ~2.1!

whereL is the thermal de Broglie wavelength andm is the
chemical potential. We express the excess free energy f
tional Fex@r(r ,v)# as an integral over all spatial and orie
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tational degrees of freedom for the corresponding local fr
energy densityf ex@r5r(r ,v)# of the fluid

Fex@r~r ,v!#5E dr1dv1dr2dv2w~r1 ,v1 ,v2!

3r~r1 ,v1! f ex@r~r2 ,v2!#, ~2.2!

with

f ex~r!54p2F&R3r1
4p2

3
R6r2GkBT. ~2.3!

This functional incorporates fluid correlations via a weig
function w(r1 ,r2 ,v1 ,v2) and bulk thermodynamics via
recently developed equation of state of thin platelets@14#

pb52S ]V

]V D
T,m

5rbS 11&pR3rb1
2p2

3
R6rb

2D kBT,

~2.4!

whererb5V21* dr *dvr(r ,v) is the number density of the
homogeneous and isotropic bulk fluid. We note that the
sulting excess free-energy functionalFex@r(r ,v)# includes a
cubic term of the density, which is not present in the Onsa
second virial approximation@9#

FIG. 1. The polar angleu and the azimuthal anglef of the
normal v of a thin platelet of radiusR with its center of mass
located atr5(0,0,0).
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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f ex
rod~r!5p2DL2r kBT ~2.5!

used in the description of thin rods of lengthL and diameter
D near surfaces~see, e.g., Refs.@2#, @3# and@5#!. The neces-
sity for including this higher-order density term already fo
lows from comparing the ensuing bulk pressure@Eq. ~2.4!#
with corresponding simulation data@15,16# ~see Fig. 2!. Flu-
ids consisting of thin platelets exhibit an isotropic and
nematic phase with no other liquid-crystalline phases, s
as a columnar phase, observed@15#. The isotropic-nematic
~IN! transition is first order with coexistence densities
rbIR

350.46 andrbNR350.5 according to a computer simu
lation @17#.

Minimization of V with respect tor(r ,v) leads to the
following integral equation for the equilibrium density di
tribution:

kBT ln@4pL3r~r ,v!#

5m2V~r ,v!28p2R3E dr1dv1r~r 1 ,v1!

3w~r ,r1 ,v,v1!@&1 2
3 p2R3@2r~r ,v!

1r~r1 ,v1!##kBT. ~2.6!

We have solved this equation numerically for a giv
chemical-potentialm and a given external-fieldV(r ,v). The
weight function is taken to be a function of the relative p
sitions r125r12r2 , and is normalized so tha
*dr12dv2w(r12,v1 ,v2)51. In this paper, the weight func
tion is given by the Mayer function, except for the norma
ization. The Mayer function equals21 if the platelets over-
lap and is zero otherwise. Two platelets, separated b
distancer12, intersect if the inequality

ur12•~v13v2!u,AR2 sing12
2 2~r2•v2!2

1AR2 sing12
2 2~r12•v1!2, ~2.7!

FIG. 2. Equation of state of thin platelets as obtained from
~2.4! ~solid line!, and from computer simulations~squares@15# and
diamonds@16#!. The dashed line follows from Eq.~2.4! by omitting
the cubic term;rb

3.
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with vj5(sinuj cosfj ,sinuj sinfj cosuj), j 51, 2, is ful-
filled. g12 is the angle between the normalsv1 and v2 of
two platelets. Equation~2.7! has been derived and is amp
documented in Ref.@15#. In practice, first the weight func
tion is calculated by testing Eq.~2.7! and is stored for all
required values of (r12,v1 ,v2).

Thereafter, the integral equation~2.6! is solved using a Pic
scheme with retardation.

III. PLATELETS AND RODS NEAR A HARD WALL

For model systems of hard particles near a hard wal
z50 ~see Fig. 3!, apart from a possible surface freezing
high densities, nonuniformities of the density occur only
thez direction, so thatr(r ,v)5r(z,u,f). Figure 4 displays
the calculated platelet density profile for the bulk dens
rbR350.2. The calculations renderr(z,u,f) to be indepen-
dent of the azimuthal anglef for this density, i.e., there is no
biaxial order emerging at the wall like for hard rods at hi
densities@6–8#. For z,R, orientations with largeu values
are forbidden so that the density profile has a discontinu
along the linezmin5Rsinu. There is a pronounced increas
of the density near the surface. Moreover, slight packing
fects are visible through oscillations atz'2R. For compari-
son, Fig. 5 displays the density profile of thin rods nea
hard wall calculated from Eqs.~2.1!, ~2.2!, and~2.5!. Fluids
consisting of thin rods exhibit an isotropic-nematic transiti
with coexistence densities atrbIDL253.3 and rbNDL2

54.49 according to the Onsager approach@9#. The bulk den-
sity has been fixed such that the second virial coefficien
the equation of state of thin platelets@see Eq.~2.4!# and of
the equation of state of thin rods,

pb
rod5rb~11 p

4 DL2rb!kBT, ~3.1!

are equal in units ofR3 and DL2, respectively. Due to the
presence of the wallr(z,u,f) vanishes if z,zmin

. FIG. 3. The two systems under consideration consist of fluids
monodisperse thin platelets of radiusR and thin rods of lengthL
52R in contact with a planar hard wall atz50. Particles very close
to the wall must adopt nearly a fully parallel alignment. Here, t
three principal directions are shown.
5-2
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5(L/2)cosu. Hence, in terms of the normals of the platele
and the normals of the rods along their main axis of symm
try the preferred orientation of rods near a hard wall is p
pendicular to the preferential orientation of the platelets. T
means that in both cases, the main body of the particles te
to lie parallel to the wall~see Fig. 3!. In agreement with
earlier calculations@5#, for rods, no packing effects are vis
ible because of the relatively smaller intermolecular inter
tions between rods as compared with those between plate
~For thin rods, the intersection volume is pointlike, where
for discs it is similar to a line segment.!

We have tested successfully the accuracy of the nume
calculations by comparing our results for the profiles w
the pressure sum rule

FIG. 4. Center-of-mass density profiler(z,u,f)R3 of thin plate-
lets near a hard wall for various anglesu of the platelet normals
relative to the surface normal. The density profile is independen
the azimuthal anglef. At small distancesz from the wall, large
values ofu are forbidden due to overlap. Therefore, the profile
exactly zero ifz,zmin5Rsinu. The bulk density is fixed torbR3

50.2.

FIG. 5. Center-of-mass density profiler(z,u,f)DL2/A32 of
thin rods (L/D→`) near a hard wall for the bulk densit
rbDL2/A3250.2. The profile is exactly zero if z,zmin

5(L/2)cosu due to overlap.
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pb5kBTE
0

2p

dfE
0

p

du sinur~zmin u,f!, ~3.2!

and we found good agreement. Equation~3.2! is an extension
of the pressure sum rule of a hard-sphere fluid near a w
~see, e.g., Ref.@18#!. The weighted density-functional theor
guarantees that the wall sum rule is satisfied, provided
the pressure enters through the corresponding bulk equa
of state.

A set of position-dependent order parameters quanti
the deviation from isotropy of the number density. For
uniaxial density profile, the most general form ofr(z,u,f)
is independent off so that one can write

r~z,u!5(
l 50

`
2l 11

2
Ql~z!Pl@cos~u!#, ~3.3!

wherePl@cos(u)# are the Legendre polynomials. The norma
ized, orientationally averaged number density profilesn(z)
52pQ0(z)/rb are displayed in Fig. 6, together with the r
sults for noninteracting platelets and rods. Upon increasinz
from the wall the averaged number densities increase
exhibit cusps atz5R for platelets, and atz5L/2 for rods,
respectively. For rods, the maximum at the cusp is only ab
10% above the bulk value, which is essentially reached
ready for z5L. For platelets, the maximum is more pro
nounced and slight packing effects are visible at larger val
of z due to the relatively larger steric interactions betwe
platelets.

The position-dependent uniaxial, relative nematic ord
parameters(z)5Q2(z)rb /@2pQ0(z)# is displayed in Fig. 7.
At small values ofz, the value of the nematic order param
eter reflects the geometric constraints. A platelet~rod! lying
very close to the wall must adopt nearly a fully paral
alignment, so that the order parameter reaches the limi

of

FIG. 6. Normalized, orientationally averaged density profi
n(z) for platelets~lower-solid curve! and rods~upper-solid curve!
in contact with a hard wall for the same bulk density as in Figs
and 5. The lengthL of the rods and the diameter of the platelets 2R
are taken to be the same. The dashed lines represent the resu
an ideal gas of platelets and rods, respectively. The upper curve
shifted by one.
5-3
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value 15P2@cos(0)#, $20.55P2@cos(p/2)#% there, whereas
isotropic orientation at large distances from the wall is ch
acterized bys(z)50. Interestingly, the nematic order param
eter for platelets has a minimum atz'2R due to a depletion
of platelets parallel to the wall. In other words, a platel
next to the platelet atz5R with the rim touching the wall
~see Fig. 3!, is oriented rather parallel than perpendicular
the former.

It is useful to consider not only local but also global pro
erties of a liquid near a surface. There are two global qu
tities, which are of experimental interest and of interest
simulations: the excess coverage, which is accessible
e.g., gravimetric measurements; and the surface ten
which, for example, is important for contact angles. The s
face tensiong is defined via

V@r~z,u,f!#5Vvb1gS, ~3.4!

whereS is the surface area andvb52pb @see Eq.~2.4!# is
the bulk grand-canonical potential density. The surface t
sion depends on the definition of what is denoted as
volume V @19#. We have definedV as the volume of the
container with its surface given by the position of the rim
the particles at closest approach so that the region 0,z
,zmin is part ofV. Figure 8 displays the calculated surfa
tension together with the results for noninteracting plate
and rods. The steric interaction between the particles, wh
is more pronounced for the platelets, increases the sur
tension with increasing density. The results for the rods
in agreement with those obtained in Refs.@3# and @5#.

The excess coverage

G5rbE
0

`

dz@n~z!21# ~3.5!

provides an important overall characterization of the den
profiles. Figure 9 summarizes the results for platelets
rods. Repulsive interactions between the platelets and

FIG. 7. Relative uniaxial nematic order parameters(z) for plate-
lets ~solid curve! and rods~dashed curve! in contact with a hard
wall for the same bulk density as in Figs. 4 and 5. Positive~nega-
tive! values of the nematic order parameter indicate that the pl
lets ~rods! are preferentially aligned parallel to the wall.
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hard wall lead to a net depletion near the surface (G,0).
The excess coverage of rods exhibits a change of sign
increasing density in agreement with recent density fu
tional calculations@6,7# and computer simulations@8#.

IV. SUMMARY

We have applied a density-functional theory to fluids co
sisting of thin-hard platelets and rods in contact with a h
wall. Particles lying very close to the wall must adopt nea
a fully parallel alignment due to interactions with the wa
~Fig. 3!. The probability of finding a particle touching th
wall is increased compared with the bulk~Figs. 4 and 5!. A
comparison between the rod fluid and the platelet fluid
hibits slight orientational packing effects for the platelet flu
~Fig. 7! and that the increase of the surface tension w

e-

FIG. 8. Surface tension of a fluid consisting of thin hard pla
lets of radiusR ~lower-solid curve! and hard rods of lengthL and
diameterD ~upper-solid curve,L/D→`! near a hard wall. The
dashed lines represent the results for an ideal gas of platelets
rods, respectively. The upper curves are shifted by 0.5~dotted line!.

FIG. 9. Excess coverage@see Eq.~3.5!# of a fluid consisting of
thin platelets of radiusR ~lower-solid curve! and rods of lengthL
and diameterD ~upper-solid curve,L/D→`! near a hard wall. The
dashed lines denote the corresponding results for an ideal ga
platelets and rods, respectively. The upper curves are shifted by
5-4
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increasing density is more pronounced for platelets than
rods ~Fig. 8! due to larger intermolecular interactions b
tween platelets as compared with those between rods.
calculated excess coverage~Fig. 9! reveals a depletion o
platelets close to the wall~Fig. 6!, whereas a change of sig
of the excess coverage of hard-rod fluids indicate the onse
s,
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wetting. Work is currently in progress to study the wettin
behavior of platelets at higher densities.
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